
Empower and engage users. Cisco Hybrid  
Work supports:

Secure collaboration

Secure access

Home office

Individual office, common, collaborative/meeting spaces

Contact center

Discover how Cisco can help you attract and retain 
top talent through intelligent technologies and  

intuitive collaboration.

Workers can choose how they 

collaborate to reduce meeting fatigue 

and respect all time zones with 

asynchronously collaboration options

Make it easy to collaborate and ideate 

when people are inspired, connecting 

with any colleague, from any space  

or device

Request a demo

HR leaders are seeking to encourage connection, engagement, and innovation by surrounding 

workers with intelligent technologies and intuitive collaboration.

Attract and Retain Top Talent 
with Hybrid Work

1. Hybrid Work Index, Cisco, 2022
2. Embracing the Hybrid Workplace, Cisco, 2021
3. Discussing Hybrid Work with GlobalLogic’s Sunny Azadeh, GlobalLogic, 2022

Hybrid work lets you attract and retain top talent with purpose-built technology and devices that 

adapt to everyone’s:

Foster immersive collaboration where people always feel heard, seen and included.

Cisco Hybrid Work solutions are focused on making hybrid work engaging with purpose-built 

technology and devices that break down collaboration barriers and adapt to everyone’s unique 

personality, workstyle and spaces.  

“Of global workers have been made 

happier and more motivated in their roles 

through the ability to work remotely.”1

“Of employees want to improve their 

work environments with intelligent 

workplace technology.”2

73% 96%

Location Personality Unique workstyle

Offer a bright career path by expanding 

access to training options and other 

development opportunities

Build better relationships with insights  

and context into the people you  

collaborate with

“From a talent perspective, hybrid work has been a big 
win. Everyone enjoys the time savings of having no 
commute. Plus, you can hire talent anywhere. I’ve hired 
three people during the pandemic in North America, and 
they’re not located near the headquarters. In IT we hire 
talent anywhere regardless of the office location globally. 
This enables us to bring the best talent onboard and not 
compete with local markets where the same talent is  
in high demand.”3

GlobalLogic

Read more

https://www.cisco.com/content/en/us/solutions/hybrid-work/request-demo.html?ccid=cc002463&oid=dmoco028610
https://www.cisco.com/c/m/en_us/solutions/hybrid-work/hybrid-work-index.html?ccid=cc002463&oid=rptoth027607
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/collaboration/embracing-the-hybrid-workplace.pdf?ccid=cc002463
https://newsroom.cisco.com/c/r/newsroom/en/us/a/y2022/m03/talking-hybrid-work-with-globallogic-sunny-azadeh.html
https://newsroom.cisco.com/c/r/newsroom/en/us/a/y2022/m03/talking-hybrid-work-with-globallogic-sunny-azadeh.html
https://newsroom.cisco.com/c/r/newsroom/en/us/a/y2022/m03/talking-hybrid-work-with-globallogic-sunny-azadeh.html

